Spring Term 2018
Lion Class
What a lot of learning we have packed in to this half term!
Our Jigsaw learning has all been around Fairy Tales. We had Rainbow Theatre
come and perform Four Favourite Fairy tales for us. We all loved it so much we
wanted it to be extended to ten or more Fairy Tales. Some of use even got to
take part in the performance as different characters.

Jigsaw
In our Jigsaw learning we have read lots of Fairy Tales. Our main Fairy Tale was
Jack and the Beanstalk which we re - wrote as our very own book and even
illustrated. We then chose our favourite Fairy Tale out of Three Billy Goats
Gruff, Goldilocks and Red Riding Hood and went in to different classes to
perform a re – telling of the story and the re write it using Fairy Tale features

such as story openers, adjectives and exclamation marks. For Guided Reading
we read some Fairy Tales that are less well known such as the Twelve Dancing
Princesses and Rumpelstiltskin.
Finally we then used our computing skills to
write a book review based on our favourite
Fairy Tale.

Maths
In Maths we have done lots of work on
multiplication (lots of) and dividing (shared
by). We have done lots of practical maths
to support our learning. We used peg
boards to make arrays.

We have been learning how to measure using
centimetres and metres. We measured lots of
different beanstalks.

We have been learning the names and properties of 3D shapes. We made
castles out of 3D shapes and then named which 3d shape we had used.

Safer Internet Day
The 6th of February was Safer Internet Day
and we spent the day thinking about how we
can be safe on the Internet. We read
Chicken Clicking a story about a Chick who
makes a new friend on the internet that
turns out to be a fox! The children came up
with lots of ideas about how they could stay
safe on the internet such as:
 Talking to an adult if something or
someone upsets them.
 Not speaking to strangers online.
 Asking permission from an adult before using the internet and getting and
adult to check on what they are using.
 Keeping their passwords safe and private.
 Not sharing personal information such as names, ages and addresses with
people online.
PE
In PE we have been learning Games skills with Mr Entwistle. We have been using
footballs, basketballs, hockey sticks and netballs to practise sending and
receiving using different throws, rolls, kicks and pushes.

Mrs Hayward and Miss Atashkhar would like to say a big well done to Lion Class
for all your hard work this term! We hope you have a lovely half term and can’t
wait to see you for our next Jigsaw topic which is CHOCOLATE!

